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Elements of design worksheet pdf

PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8, 9, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, HomeschoolPage 2 Mini-Lessons and Information Sheets that take students through the elements of art and design principles. Students complete activities to demonstrate their skills. Worksheets can be used a sub lessons, as enrichment to your art lessons or as mine lessons on your own. An important one for all art classrooms. Elements of
Art Worksheet included: Definition of line and line types geometric, organic, Variety, motion, Texture Example of 9 Repeating Line Designs Examples of Contour, Blind Contour, Cross Contour and Continuous Line Example of 4 Sense of Line Patterns Geometric, Organic and Variety Design Worksheet Repeating Line Design Activity (9 Patterns) Re-create your favorite line design worksheet Draw lines Worksheet Contour, Blind
Contour, Cross Contour and Continuous Line Emotion of Line Designs (4 Patterns) Shapes – Geometric and Organic Henri Matisse Analysis Key Tangram Definition and Example Final Tangram Artwork Example Create Your Own Geometric and Organic Design Identify Geometric and Organic Shapes in Matisses Beasts of the Sea Collage Create your own shape collage based on a vacation/favorite place memory Tangram for
Creating print tangram creatures/patterns (3 practice sheets) Final tangframe design sheet Color Color Color Theory with color scheme example , Shades and Intensity Example Fill in color wheel Color scheme scales Color tones, hues and intensity scales Color scheme designer Create your own design and color scheme Sense of color color scheme design student example Sense of color digital example Definition of Value,
examples of shading techniques and artist examples Introduction to Drawing Tools Value Scales (mixing, stippling, hatching/cross-hatching) &amp; Shading fresh leaf shade shade shade daints by Number Pear Shade Apple Blending/Stippling/Hatching Practice Blending value with shadow examples - 3 Forms Stippling value - 3 Forms Hatching/Cross-Hatching value - 13 Forms Abstract Value Composition Abstract Composition
Definition of Texture, examples of drawn textures and artist examples Re-create 6 textures from info sheets and 3 student valstexs textureapplying to form examples and students apply textures to spheres and cubes. Replica textures Replicate large water drop Names actual and draw implied texture worksheets Rub and draw by rubbing worksheets Close up Animal Eye worksheet Rub / Draw Example Two Animals Eye Example
Definition of space in art with positive / negative and Illusion of space example 6 ways to create depth example sheet 6 composition rules example sheet negative space Example Negative space Draws negative space Magnification Create a Notan Activity sheet (no paper!) Space Analysis of a Cezanne Painting Worksheet and Key One-Point Perspective Boxes Tasksheet Create a Composition Tasksheet and Key Definition of Shape
with How to shape through shading, contour ing line and sculpture. Shade a sphere, cube, and pyramid using shading and then outline line Shadow three additional shapes using shading and contour line Vase activity - Apply outline lines on vase and shading on background shapes Drawing activity - Use an object in the room to draw and shade to create shape Vas Activity drawing Activity principles for Design Worksheet Included:
Principle of rhythm information sheet Create three types of Rhythm: Regular, Flowing and progressive worksheet Create rhythm by Zentangle pattern sheet 1 Create rhythm through Zentangle pattern sheet 2 Create rhythm through Zentangle pattern sheet 3 Pattern Principle of pattern information worksheet principle for pattern worksheets for students to complete (Create pattern by line, shape, color and a combination of elements)
Grid pattern worksheet with 2x2 , grid with 3x3 and 4x4 and an example of grayscale Pattern Grid pattern worksheet with 2x2 , 3x3 and 4x4 grid and a color pattern students re-create their favorite pattern on the end grid paper. Principle of Unity information worksheet and short answers Discussion sheet based on poster example Principle for unity poster example, fill in the blank worksheet Student unit design worksheet (Create unity
by color, shape, size / proximity, combination of color and shape) Students re-create their favorite designs using collage. Principle of Balance information worksheet with examples and definitions Principle balance poster example, fill in the blank worksheet Student balance design worksheetMandala worksheet with start forms Principle of movement information sheet with examples and definitions Principle of movement line design
worksheet scan op art worksheet with structure Op Art worksheet with basic structure Make a mobile link and example sheet Principles of contrast/ Sort information worksheet with examples and definitions Create contrast/ variety by value, color, shape and line worksheets create emphasis by contrast Create contrast by color, Kandinsky spreadsheet scan scan rhythm information sheet Create three types of Rhythm: Regular, Flowing
and Progressive worksheets Create rhythm through Zentangle pattern sheet 1 Create rhythm through Zentangle pattern sheet 2 Create rhythm through Zentangle pattern sheet 3 I appreciate any feedback on my resources and always looking for ways to make them more useful! Click on feedback to get free TpT credits, which can be used to buy products on TpT. If you like this worksheet check out my bundle of worksheet elements
here: Elements Spreadsheet Bundle Elements Worksheet and Bundle Elements Poster Set Decorative Line Animal Lesson Art Worksheets, Principles of Design Worksheets, Substitute Worksheets; Sub plans; Elementary and secondary principles of design worksheets, principles of art worksheets, Graphic design worksheets. Worksheet.
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